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July 5, 2021 

 

ATTN: Sean Norman PMP, MCIP, RPP – Senior Planner 

Region of Niagara  

1815 Sir Isaac Brock Way 

P.O. Box 1042 

Thorold, ON  L2V 4T7 

 

Dear Mr. Norman: 

 

RE:  Comments on the draft Mineral Aggregate Resource Policies 

Niagara Region Official Plan Review  

 OUR FILE 0956 “B” 

 

Waterford Group (“Waterford”) is a specialty provider of materials and services for the manufacturing 

and construction industries and operates several mineral aggregate operations in Southern Ontario. We 

currently operate the Law Quarry (Licence #4464) in Wainfleet.  Waterford is an active member of the 

Ontario Stone, Sand & Gravel Association (OSSGA) and supports the comments and recommended 

policy revisions that are outlined in the OSSGA submission (June 2021).  

 

Waterford strives to operate its aggregate operations in an environmentally and socially responsible 

manner. We strongly support the creation of a Regional Official Plan that provides the necessary policy 

framework to strike a balance between environmental protection and making available close-to-market 

aggregate resources.  

 



We appreciate the opportunity to review and provide input into the development of the Niagara Official 

Plan Mineral Aggregate Resource management policies and previously submitted a comment letter in 

June 2020. We have had the opportunity to review the Niagara Official plan Consolidated Policy Report 

(May 12, 2021) and provide the following comments on the draft policies and mapping that have been 

released for public review and input.  

 

1. Comments on Chapter 4.3  -  Draft Mineral Aggregate Resources Policies  

 

• Policy 4.3.2.1, 4.3.2.4, and 4.3.4.2  – 

The “Possible Aggregate Area” 

mapping that is currently included on 

Schedule D4 of the Region’s Official 

Plan should also be included on 

Schedule G3 and should carry forward 

the policies in the current Official Plan 

that do not require an Official Plan 

Amendment for expansions in 

identified in Possible Aggregate Areas. 

The removal of this designation 

effectively eliminates existing development rights. Figure 1 identifies the Waterford owned 

lands that should maintain the “Possible Aggregate Area” Designation.  

 

In addition, as stated in our June 2020 letter and also outlined in the OSSGA letter, we request 

that the Region consider eliminating the requirement for a Regional Official Plan Amendment 

for new or expanded mineral aggregate operations. As new Licence applications generally 

require both a lower-tier municipal Official Plan Amendment as well as a Zoning By-Law 

Amendment, the additional requirement for a Regional Official Plan Amendment is redundant 

and unnecessary. The lower-tier Official Plan Amendment process requires circulation of the 

application materials to staff and agencies for review, a Public Meeting to solicit public input 

and feedback on the Application, peer review by third-party experts, and a decision by the Local 

Council. We suggest that instead of requiring a Regional Official Plan Amendment, that the 

Regional Official Plan establish the criteria and submission requirements that must be addressed 

at the time an application is made to amend the local Official Plan to permit a new mineral 

aggregate operation. As the approval authority, the Region has the ability to ensure appropriate 

criteria are met through an amendment to the local Official Plan. 

 

• Policy 4.3.4.9 – The wording of this policy should be revised to align with the requirements of 

the Aggregate Resources Act, Growth Plan, and Greenbelt Plan.  

 

• Policies 4.3.5.2, 4.3.5.3, 4.3.5.4, and 4.3.5.6 – The requirements outlined in proposed draft 

policy 4.3.5.2 and 4.3.5.2 are unreasonable and go above and beyond what would typically be 

Figure 1: The Pink Area is mapped as a "Possible Aggregate 

Area" on Schedule D4 in the current Region of Niagara Official 

Plan.  



required for a non-aggregate urban developments in the Region of Niagara (i.e. large warehouse 

or factory). The requirements in this draft official plan policy unfairly and unnecessarily target 

the aggregate industry which generates only a small portion of the heavy truck traffic in the 

Region of Niagara.  

 

In addition, we have concerns within draft policy 4.3.5.3 which states that the Region may 

require applicants to enter in Haul Route Agreements as part of the approval process. We have 

concerns with the requirement, potential scope, and ability of Regional staff to administer these 

agreements. This proposed policy requirement is contrary to the Aggregate Resources Act and is 

unwarranted as each Licence pays an annual tonnage levy fee to both the Region and the local 

municipality. 

 

A haul route map should not be included as an appendix in the Region’s Official Plan.  

 

• Policies 4.3.6.1, 4.3.6.3, 4.3.6.4, 4.3.6.5 and 4.3.6.6 – The language in these policies should be 

revised to reflect the language verbatim in the PPS and Provincial Plans.  

 

• Policies 4.3.7.3 – On-site overburden and soil management is addressed through the Aggregate 

Resources Act process. There is no requirement in the Aggregate Resources Act to prepare a 

plan for off-site excess soil use and management. The Official Plan should encourage the 

beneficial re-use of excess soils where additional soil can be imported to improve a final 

rehabilitated landform.   

 

In addition, we would like to understand the approach the Region intends to take in order to transition 

active applications. For example, applications that started under the old Official Plan but remain active 

or are appealed can lose their status when the new Official Plan comes into effect if not properly 

addressed in the Repeal By-law. 

 

We understand that the Natural Heritage System policies and schedules have not yet been released; 

therefore, Waterford may have additional comments on the draft Official Plan policies once these 

sections and mapping have been made available for public review.  

 

We request that we be notified of any future Official Plan updates and policy or mapping releases and 

appreciate the continued opportunity to provide comments on the Region’s proposed draft Official Plan.   

 

We would be pleased to meet to review and further discuss our comments.  

 



 

Yours truly,  

WATERFORD GROUP 

 

Per,  

 

 

Ed Lamb 

VP/GM - Construction Materials 

 

cc. Caitlin Port, MHBC 
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